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(Un)Easy Listening.
Anne Bösenberg and Hanna Linn Wiegel's Gerne zuschauen
http://www.tekka.net/02/?Audio
Anne Bösenberg and Hanna Linn Wiegel's Gerne zuschauen is called a Hörspiel. That's German
for audio-play, or audio-book, but what it really is, is an audio-hypertext. The first of its kind I've
seen -- heard -- and probably the only one there is. Gerne zuschauen -- the title is a cruel joke:
you'd like to watch, but there is nothing to see -- held me riveted (almost) to the CD player that is
its only interface. Then the new-gadget sex appeal waned, and I was left with a not-quite-satisfying
user experience. Yet there is something there …
The plot is easy and inherently linear enough: you go to the theatre (or not), taking detours and
various means of transportation and end up enjoying the show -- or not. The obstacles imposed by
vehicles (like your bike), clumsy queue-strategies and other methods of procrastination are
cushioned between singular start- and end-points: you begin by leaving the house and you end up
at a destination. That's closure, in a way, but merely mechanical. While I'm comfortable saying that
I've read and am done reading Victory Garden, Uncle Buddy's Phantom Funhouse or These
Waves of Girls, I feel I've merely stumbled through Gerne zuschauen. I suspect that after the
second or third listening my reaction would tend toward a flat, "Well, so that's how it works".
This feeling of indifference may have been triggered by the content of this individual piece. I don't
really get to care whether the character makes it to the theater. I don't even get to find out who he
-- or I, the "you" of the narrative -- is. While many digital fictions (and more computer games) use
an opening sequence to help the user get acquainted with the interface and the plot parameters,
Bösenberg and Wiegel commence without an exposition. In addition, they double the cognitive
challenge by overlaying the spoken text with audio-clips from films, from The Children's Hour
through Terminator. The execution of the plot alone disorients the user and makes it nearly
impossible to identify with the characters.

